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* Easy fit in a backpack, medical package, or glove compartment* Easily
accessible informationEmergency Survival: A Pocket Guidebook offers the
necessary methods to surviving a wide scope of emergency situations from
broken bones, bleeding, and snakebites to heat exhaustion, frostbite,
and hypothermia. All situations and solutions are shown in a concise,
available manner. A section on surviving in the wilderness offers
direction on selecting shelter from the frosty, what to do if you get
dropped, procuring water and food, and building fires.
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Horribly ridiculous. I bought one for myself, after that bought one for
everybody in my family. because the price is indeed good also. IT'S NOT
A BOOK. It is a pamphlet at best. 2. Cheaply made aswell. The
description was inaccurate.I also need to comment on owner BooKnackrh: I
paid A significant amount of for delivery. $3.99 for a thing that could
fit in an envelope for $0.64? I'll probable get even more for close
friends etc. It really is like 40 webpages (2inches by 3 inches) of
REALLY slim paper. It didn't appear on time which made it pointless for
the person it was a gift for. However, if it can't survive in backpack
situations due to the cheap construction and material, then it might not
be all that great. General, it had been a huge disappointment. Four
Stars I put it in my emergency kit. Ideally this will make a difference
when I need it. Very great take-along emergency guide This handy little
booklet fits in your purse, the glove box, or simply about anywhere. I
want it were smaller sized but either way, there is some actually useful
information in it. This is an extremely bad product. I haven't go
through the contents yet; good buy. Some basic understanding and an
initial aid program prior is usually suggested. It is compact, yet
filled with very helpful information, including medical, where to find
shelter if you get dropped, navigation, how to build a fire, and much
more. When I saw this on Amazon I purchased (4) more for family members.
Three Stars Certa simple but handy Good to have on hand Great to have on
hand whenever you go out into the back country.Nice little book
otherwise. Nice but flimsy Should have been manufactured in a sturdier
materials but at least I possibly could use it for wc paper easily had
to. Carry it in your pack for emergencies. Emergency Survival: A Pocket
Guide As described in other reviews, it appears to be a few copied pages
stapled jointly. That is a must for any emergency bag or outdoor
survival kit. the information inside is what matters. I had to demand a
second delivery that was delivered 3 weeks AFTER my dad's birthday.
Decide for yourselves. If your looking for a concise review in
lightweight pamphlet form this is it. Perfect for packs etc Perfect for
packs etc. It covers an array of material in basic essentials , type of
a refresher course. This is a nice book. I should add that I acquired
(1) copy of the and no idea where I acquired got it. I'm glad I bought
it! It simply seems ridiculous. It is referred to as a book.
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